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Introduction
“You are the
explorers. You
are the ones
who want to
know the
farthest
frontiers. Why?
For the sheer joy
of it; because
you want to
create. You
want to
experience and
express the
divinity of you.
You want to
know the power
of your divinity,
the power of
thought.” Jeshua

Wow! This chapter really gives us the “Big Picture” of creation
beginning with “Thought, an awareness, a presence, of creative Isness
extending Itself”. Then the “thought was to bring forth Light and to
coalesce Light into form”.
The amazing, mind-blowing part is that we were all there and we are a
part of the “extension of Energy”. This is the very foundation of why
Jeshua so often refers to our heritage as Divinity! We are part of this
infinite energy that has created universes, our solar system and our
very earth. The creation never stops.
“You began with being the sun, the energy of the star, being within the
sun itself, know the consciousness of the energy of the star.” It is truly
amazing that after these experiences we can fit into the earth-suits of
our bodies. But in this life experience we have “come to this planet as
starseeds”.
What is central is the reason for our starseed experience is “blending
many cultural beliefs and systems of belief into a harmonious whole:
the atonement, the awakening as One.”

The power principles of “The Origin and Future of Mother Earth”
are:
 Remember “how vast, how wonderful you are”.
 “Allow the imagination to expand upon the Isness and the
concept of Isness”.
 Live your life with the understanding that “you have
agreed that you will bring your Light here”.
 Remember your purpose is to grow in the awareness that
we are starseeds, who volunteered to bring about the
harmonious blending of cultures and beliefs into the
awakening of our Oneness.
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Discussion Questions
 What passage in this chapter touches your heart? Your mind? Your
imagination?
 What is your reaction to this information about the vastness of our
consciousness? How does it make you feel about yourself? Are you
able to sense your heritage of Divinity when you read and
contemplate Jeshua’s message?

 Do you like exploring? What is your motivation for exploring or
creating? Do you experience “sheer joy” when you discover
something that you did not know before?

Affirmation for
the Week:
I know myself to
be the extension of
Divinity. I create
for the sheer joy of
the experience.
Jeshua

Assignments
 Do a meditation where you go back to the point of creation and then
experience yourself as one of the creations that Jeshua outlines in this
chapter – like being part of the consciousness of a planet, Mother Earth,
the sun or any star that you are drawn to. Imagine that you can
remember the vastness of your consciousness in the Oneness. What
does that feel like? Have you ever experienced that longing for “home”
that Jeshua refers to? Contemplate and journal about it.
 This is a link to a very interesting conversation with a leading edge
scientist who has a metaphysical perspective on creation and our
existence as holographic. The Cosmic Hologram with Jude Currivan
hosted by Regina Meredith on Gaia TV.
https://www.gaia.com/video/cosmic-hologram-judecurrivan?fullplayer=feature

 Affirmation: I know myself to be the extension of Divinity. I create
for the sheer joy of the experience.
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